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Abstract—Persistent of excitation of the input/output signals 

is a necessity for any online parameter identification technique. 

In most real battery systems, the drive signals may not fully 

satisfy this condition at all times, which can lead to divergence 

and failure of the incorporated battery management system. 

Therefore, in this paper, a hybrid battery parameter 

identification concept is proposed whereby the parameters are 

initially identified using a special random signal called the pseudo 

random binary sequences. Thereafter, the Kalman filter 

algorithm is implemented online to estimate and track any 

‘disturbances’ caused by varying operating conditions. A 

dynamic European drive cycle is used to experimentally verify 

the excellent performance of the proposed technique against a 

more precise electrochemical impedance spectroscopy method. 

Keywords—Lithium-ion; Battery Energy Storage; Online; 

Extended Kalman Filter; Hybrid; Parameter Identification; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Lithium-ion batteries have been extensively used for 
electrical energy storage and supply in a variety of 
applications. These range from low-power (milli Watts) 
portable electronic devices to high-power (kilo Watts) electric 
vehicles (EVs) and recently emerged super-power (mega 
Watts) grid-tie applications. Regardless of the intended use, a 
battery management system (BMS) must be put in place to 
maintain a safe battery operating envelope for both consumer 
convenience and prolongation of the battery’s lifetime. Typical 
tasks performed by a modern BMS, as depicted in Fig. 1, 
include the estimation of the battery’s state-of-charge (SOC) 
state-of-power (SOP) and state-of-function (SOF).   

In order to accurately estimate these states in real time, 
modern BMSs often use dynamic model representations of the 
battery under operation. Various model structures have been 
presented in literature, of which those lumped-parameter 
equivalent-circuit models are found most popular. For most in 
situ applications, such as in EVs and grid-tie storage, the 
battery model parameters need to be identified in real time. In 
the past, researchers have implemented different techniques 
such as the moving-window least-squares method [1] and the 
dual Extended Kalman Filter (DEKF) [2], [3] to identify and 
adapt the battery model parameters in real time. 

In [4] we reported that the battery model parameters vary 
with SOC and thus with time. Due to this time-variability of 
the model parameters, the input/output signals must be 
persistently exciting to a certain order [5]. This pre-condition is 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of typical tasks performed by a BMS 

a necessity for any online parameter identification technique to 
be able to properly reveal the contents of battery dynamics. 
However, in many real battery systems (e.g. in EVs), the 
current signal may not be sufficiently exciting at all times. In 
practice, the dual-EKF algorithm as opposed to those observer-
based estimators (e.g. Luenberger observer) seems to operate 
well without any divergence. This is true if and only if a priori 
knowledge of the model parameters are available at the 
initialisation step [5]. When dealing with non-linear systems, 
even a small error in the initial conditions can cause a large 
deviation in the estimated quantity.  

Therefore, in this paper, a hybrid battery parameterisation 
technique is proposed based on the pseudo random binary 
sequences (PRBS) to provide the DEKF algorithm with a 
reasonable prior knowledge of the system to be identified. The 
battery is required to be in open-circuit mode for at least thirty 
minutes prior to PRBS characterisation to ensure a steady-state 
condition is partially realised. Thereafter, upon the load 
engagement, the DEKF algorithm is applied online to 
effectively deal with the ‘disturbances’ caused in the battery 
parameters by the external stress factors such as variations in 
ambient temperature, ageing and SOC modification. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In order to verify the proposed method, a number of tests 
are performed on a 3.6 Ah lithium-ion nickel manganese cobalt 
oxide (NMC) cylindrical cell. The experimental configuration, 



as illustrated in Fig. 2, features a multi-channel Maccor 4000-
series battery tester with voltage and current measurement 
accuracies of ±0.02% and ±0.05% of the full scale range 
respectively. The ambient temperature is controlled through a 
built-in-house thermal chamber with ±1 °C accuracy. A 
desktop computer is used to provide software control and data 
storage for later analysis. Since the current sensor noise of the 
Maccor system is relatively small and the sampling rate is 
reasonably high (劇坦 = 10 ms), it is safe to assume that the 
integral of the throughput current over the charge/discharge 
period represents a ‘true’ measurement of SOC. Finally, a 
Solartron 1260 electrochemical interface is used in conjunction 
with a Solartron 1287 frequency response analyser to perform a 
series of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests. 
The complex impedance data obtained from the EIS tests will 
be used to verify the accuracy of the PRBS identification 
method.  

III. DYNAMIC MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A. Lumped-Parameter Equivalent-Circuit Model 

Due to their simplified structures, equivalent electrical-
circuit battery models (e.g. Randles’ model [6], [7]) are often 
used in real-time battery power management problems. In 
general, as depicted in Fig. 3, these models are comprised of an 
ideal voltage source that represents the battery/cell’s open-
circuit voltage (OCV) as a function of SOC and possibly 
temperature and a resistor 迎坦 in series with 券 number of series-
connected parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) branches.  

Considering the model structure given in Fig. 3, the 
battery’s output voltage 撃賃 in discrete time can be written as 
the following set of linear time-varying (LTV) equations, 

 

崛撃琢大津入甜迭教撃琢大津入甜迭崑
噺 頒結 貸脹棟眺迭寵迭 橋 ど教 狂 教ど 橋 結 貸脹棟眺韮寵韮

番 崛撃琢大怠入教撃琢大津入崑
髪 琴欽欽

欽欣迎怠 磐な 伐 結 貸脹棟眺迭寵迭卑 橋 ど教 狂 教ど 橋 迎津 磐な 伐 結 貸脹棟眺韮寵韮卑筋禽禽
禽禁 荊賃 

撃賃 噺 撃拓大岫SOC賃岻 伐 撃琢大怠入 伐 橋 伐 撃琢大津入 伐 荊賃迎坦 

(1) 

 SOC賃袋怠 噺 SOC賃 伐 考荊賃劇坦ぬはどど 抜 系代竪 (2) 

where 撃琢大怠 to 撃琢大津 are the transient voltages, 劇坦 is the 
sampling period, 考 is the battery’s coulombic efficiency, 荊賃 is 
the throughput current and 系代竪 is battery capacity in ampere-
hours . In this case, 劇坦 噺 など ms and 考 噺 ど┻ひひ.  

Depending on the dynamics of the intended application, the 
number of RC branches can vary. However, for most 
applications involving high-power lithium-ion batteries, one or  

 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup, showing hardware configuration 

two RC branches often suffice the modelling requirements in 
terms of complexity and accuracy. In this work, a two time-
constant model structure (i.e. 券 噺 に) is chosen, where one RC 
branch represents the short time-constant reactions associated 
with the charge-transfer resistance and double-layer 
capacitance at the electrodes and the other represents the long 
time-constant diffusional processes respectively. 

B. Open-Circuit Voltage Estimation 

The OCV is defined as the battery’s terminal voltage that is 
measured after a very long period of zero-current relaxation. 
Depending on the chemistry of electrodes, lithium-ion batteries 
may take up to several days to reach a final equilibrium 
potential. However, for practicality, the OCV at a particular 
SOC is generally measured based on the first few hours of load 
disconnection.  

Herein, a pulsed-current test, similar to that reported in [8], 
is conducted at 25 °C to extract the charge and discharge OCV 
curves as a function of SOC. The results for the NMC test cell 
are presented in Fig. 4. Note that as the SOC moves 
downwards, the difference between the OCV values obtained 
for charge and discharge increases slightly. This phenomenon 
is referred to as hysteresis [9]. Since the measured hysteresis 
level for the test cell used here is not too large, it can be safely 
neglected in this work. For most energy storage applications 
with regenerative currents, the battery’s SOC is usually 
confined to a useable operating range of ｂ20 to 80%. Over this 
range, a 3rd order polynomial can be used to describe the 
average OCV-SOC relationship for a NMC battery cell. 



 

Fig. 3. Randles' equivalent-circuit model with 券 RC branches 

 

Fig. 4. OCV-SOC relationship for charge and discharge, showing 3rd order 
polynomial curve-fit over the useable SOC range of 20 to 80% 

IV. PROPOSED HYBRID BATTERY IDENTIFICATION CONCEPT 

In this paper, a hybrid battery parameter identification 
concept (see Fig. 5) is proposed as follows. The battery model 
parameters 岶迎坦┸ 迎怠┸ 系怠┸ 迎態┸ 系態岼 are initially identified using the 
PRBS method. For that, the excitation signal must be carefully 
designed. A no-load relaxation period of at least 30 minutes is 
necessary to ensure that the battery has reached a steady state. 
Thereafter, the model parameters are recursively updated 
through the dual-EKF algorithm [8] to account for any SOC- 
and/or temperature-induced variations in real time. Should the 
battery experience sever changes in operating conditions, the 
PRBS identification method can be re-applied.  

A. Dual Extended Kalman Filter Theory 

In general, a random process to be estimated using the dual-
EKF algorithm can be modelled in the form, 

 

景賃袋怠 噺 血岫景賃┸ 掲賃┸ 曽賃岻 髪 敬賃 桂賃 噺 月岫景賃┸ 掲賃┸ 曽賃岻 髪 携賃 敬賃 ｂ 軽岫ど┸ 粂賃淡 岻 携賃 ｂ 軽岫ど┸ 栗賃淡 岻 

(3) 

where 景賃 樺 温津 is a vector containing the states to be predicted, 曽賃 樺 温槌   contains the time-varying model parameters, 掲賃 樺温椎  is the exogenous model input, 桂賃 樺 温陳 is the output and 

 

Fig. 5. Block diagram illustrating the proposed hybrid battery parameter 

identification concept 敬賃 樺 温津 and 携賃 樺 温陳 are the zero-mean process and 
measurement noises of covariance 粂賃淡  and 栗賃淡  respectively. The 
non-linear function 血岫ゲ┸ゲ┸ゲ岻 relates the states estimated at 
discrete time 倦 伐 な to the states at the current time step 倦 and  月岫ゲ┸ゲ┸ゲ岻 maps the updated states to the measurements taken at 
time step 倦. 

Similarly, assuming that the model parameters vary slowly 
over time (i.e. minutes to hours), a second EKF can be 
designed to adaptively estimate the time-varying non-linear 
model parameters in real time. Thus, the equations for the EKF 
parameter estimator can be given as, 

 

曽賃袋怠 噺 曽賃 髪 慶賃 袈賃 噺 月岫景賃┸ 掲賃 ┸ 曽賃岻 髪 祁賃 慶賃 ｂ 軽岫ど┸ 粂賃馳岻 祁賃  ｂ 軽岫ど┸ 栗賃馳 岻 

(4) 

where the dynamics of changes in parameters vector 曽暫 are 
attributed to a small “imaginary” white noise 慶賃 樺 温椎 of 

covariance 粂賃馳 that evolves the parameters over time. The 
output equation 袈賃 樺 温陳 is given as a measurable function of 曽賃 and a white noise 祁賃 樺 温陳 of covariance 栗賃馳  to account for 
the measurement uncertainties. Thereafter, the algorithm 
performs three steps as follows. 
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1) Initialisation 
At time-step 倦 噺 ど, the states, parameters and the 

associated error covariance matrices are set to their best-guess 
values as per (5). 

 

景賦待袋 噺 継岷景待峅┸ 隈淡┸待袋 噺 継岷岫景 伐 景賦待袋岻岫景 伐 景賦待袋岻脹峅 曽撫待袋 噺 継岷曽待峅┸ 隈馳┸待袋 噺 継 峙盤曽 伐 曽撫待袋匪盤曽 伐 曽撫待袋匪脹峩 (5) 

2) Time-update 
At this step, the algorithm updates the state and parameter 

estimates 景賦賃貸 and 曽撫賃貸 and their corresponding error covariance 隈淡葡┸賃貸  and 隈馳風┸賃貸  respectively. The subsequent time-update 

equations for the state and parameter EKFs are expressed by 
(10) and (11). 

 

景賦賃貸 噺 血盤景賦賃貸怠袋 ┸ 掲賃貸怠┸ 曽撫賃貸匪 隈淡葡┸賃貸 噺 釧賃貸怠隈淡葡┸賃貸怠袋 釧賃貸怠脹 髪 粂賃淡  釧賃貸怠 噺 項血盤景賦賃貸怠袋 ┸ 掲賃貸怠┸ 曽撫賃貸匪項景賃貸怠 嶐景入貼迭退景賦入貼迭甜  

(6) 

 
曽撫賃貸 噺 曽撫賃貸怠袋  隈馳風┸賃貸 噺 隈馳風┸賃貸怠袋 髪 粂賃馳 

(7) 

where, the “super minus” notation indicates that this is the best 
(a priori) estimate available prior to assimilating the 
measurements at time step 倦. 釧賃貸怠 denotes the Jacobian matrix 
of partial derivatives of 血岫ゲ┸ゲ┸ゲ岻 with respect to model states. 

3) Measurement-update  
After a measurement has been taken at time step 倦, both 

EKFs take this into consideration to update the state 景賦賃袋 and 

parameter 曽撫賃袋 estimates and their corresponding error 

covariance as 隈淡葡┸賃袋  and 隈馳風┸賃袋  respectively. 

 

靴賃淡 噺 隈淡葡┸賃貸 岫屈賃淡岻脹範屈賃淡隈淡葡┸賃貸 岫屈賃淡岻脹 髪 三賃淡 飯貸怠
 景賦賃袋 噺 景賦賃貸 髪 靴賃淡 範桂賃 伐 月盤景賦賃貸┸ 掲賃 ┸ 曽撫賃貸匪飯 隈淡葡┸賃袋 噺 岫薩 伐 靴賃淡 屈賃淡岻隈淡葡┸賃貸 岫薩 伐 靴賃淡 屈賃淡岻脹 髪 靴賃淡 三賃淡 岫靴賃淡 岻脹 屈賃淡 噺 項月盤景賃┸ 掲賃 ┸ 曽撫賃貸匪項景賃 嶐景入退景賦入貼 

(8) 

 

靴賃馳 噺 隈馳風┸賃貸 盤屈賃馳匪脹 峙屈賃馳隈馳風┸賃貸 盤屈賃馳匪脹 髪 三賃馳峩貸怠
 飼撫賃袋 噺 飼撫賃貸 髪 鯖賃提範纂賃 伐 月盤姉赴賃貸┸ 四賃 ┸ 飼撫賃貸匪飯 皿馳風┸賃袋 噺 盤薩 伐 鯖賃馳殺賃馳匪皿馳風┸賃貸 盤薩 伐 鯖賃馳殺賃馳匪脹 髪 鯖賃馳三賃馳盤鯖賃馳匪脹

 屈賃馳 噺 d月岫景賦賃貸┸ 掲賃 ┸ 曽賃岻d曽賃 嶐曽暫退曽撫入貼 

(9) 

where 靴賃淡  and 靴賃馳  are the Kalman gain matrices and 屈賃淡  and 屈賃馳 
represent the Jacobians of the nonlinear function 月岫ゲ┸ゲ┸ゲ岻 with 
respect to model states and parameters. 

B. Generation of PRBS Excitation Signal 

When designing a PRBS signal, there are two base 
parameters that must be carefully selected [10]. These include 
the source clock frequency (血達狸谷) and the number of shift 
registers (決), which in turn define the PRBS frequency 
bandwidth and the test duration in seconds.  

Therefore, a theoretical analysis is conducted to determine 血達狸谷 and 券 for the battery identification problem in hand. For a 
maximum-length PRBS, the test duration 劇丹嘆但坦 can be defined 

as, 

 劇丹嘆但坦 噺 軽血達狸谷 (10) 

where 軽 噺 に長 伐 な is the sequence length and 決 is the PRBS 
bit-length.  

Through the analysis of the signal’s power spectral density 
(PSD), the bandwidth over which the PRBS data is useable can 
be realised [11]. Fig. 6 presents the PSD for an exemplary 4-bit 
10 Hz PRBS, where the power spectrum is represented by 
discrete power points separated by 血達狸谷【軽. As can be observed, 
the corresponding PSD has a sinc function characteristic, 
which can be described by (11). 

 

Fig. 6. Power spectral density for a 4-bit 10 Hz PRBS 

 鯨淡淡岫血岻 噺 欠態岫軽 髪 な岻軽 ゲ 血達狸谷 釆sin岫血講【血達狸谷岻血講【血達狸谷 挽態┻ (11) 

The band-limit of a PRBS is defined by the frequency at 
which its power is attenuated by -3 dB (i.e. when power drops 
by half). This event occurs when, 

 釆sin岫血講【血達狸谷岻血講【血達狸谷 挽態 噺 ど┻の 馨 血鱈叩淡 蛤 血達狸谷に┻にの┻ (12) 

Now, considering the lower band-limit as 血鱈辿樽 噺 血達狸谷 軽エ   
and using 血鱈叩淡 from (12), the frequency band (血但叩樽辰) over 
which the PRBS information are useful can be established. 

伐ぬ dB bandwidth 

血達狸谷 
血達狸谷軽  

欠態血達狸谷 ゲ 磐軽 髪 な軽 卑 



 

血但叩樽辰 噺 血達狸谷 磐 なに┻にの 伐 な軽卑  
血樽誰嘆鱈 噺 血但叩樽辰血鱈叩淡 噺 な 伐 に┻にの軽  

(13) 

where 血樽誰嘆鱈 is the normalised frequency band.  

Using the EIS analyser configured in Fig. 2 and a testing 
procedure similar to that reported in [4], the impedance of the 
NMC test cell was measured over a frequency range of 5 mHz 
to 5 kHz. The test was carried out in steps of 〉SOC = 10% 
over the range of 0 to 100%. The effect of temperature was 
also considered by performing EIS tests at five different 
temperature settings of 5, 15, 25, 35 and 45 °C.  

As can be observed in Fig. 7, there exists an increasing 
trend in the measured impedance with decreasing SOC and 
temperature. This effect is more predominant towards the 
lower end of spectrum (i.e. 血 < 5 Hz), where diffusional 
impedance [4] occurs. This particular element conveys vital 
information on the battery’s main charge storage and can serve 
not only as a good indicator for SOP and SOF, but also as an 
online battery health monitor [12].   

 
Fig. 7. Impedance magnitude as a function of (a) battery SOC and (b) 

operating temperature for 3.6 Ah NMC test cell 

According to (13), a PRBS clock frequency of 血達狸谷 噺なな┻にの Hz should be sufficient to capture the battery’s 
diffusional dynamics over the frequency band of 5m Hz < 血 < 
5 Hz. However, to be able to use the Maccor battery tester as a 
PRBS excitation and acquisition device, a clock frequency of 血達狸谷 噺 など Hz is chosen herein, yielding a maximum frequency 
band-limit of 4.44 Hz.  

In order to maintain the white-noise-like properties of the 
generated PRBS and to avoid spectral leakage during analysis, 
the sequence must be captured as a whole. This leads to the 
consideration for the required PRBS bit-length, which in turn 
dictates the test duration. In this paper, a bit-length of 決 噺 など 
is chosen as a trade-off, leading to a PRBS perturbation signal 
that is conveniently less than two minutes long and covers a 
frequency range of 0.01 Hz ≤ 血 ≤ 4.44 Hz. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To verify the proposed battery parameter identification 
method, two tests are devised. First, the NMC cell is applied 
with the generated 10-bit 10 Hz PRBS at 〉SOC = 10%. 
Intervals. A 0.5 C current level is used to move SOC 
downwards and a one-hour relaxation period is allowed prior to 
PRBS excitation. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the 
accuracy of the PRBS parameter identification compared to the 
more precise EIS method. A section of the measured battery 
voltage and current are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) respectively. 

Second, a test profile based on the Artemis drive cycle [13] 
is derived to dynamically discharge the test cell from 80 to 
20% SOC. A single repetition of this cycle is given in Fig. 8(c). 
This test is carried out to verify the performance of the DEKF 
algorithm for both parameters and SOC estimation. The 
parameters EKF is initialised with the PRBS-obtained 
parameters at SOC = 80%. Moreover, the states EKF is 
incorrectly set with SOC = 20%, whilst true SOC = 79.2%.  

 

Fig. 8. Section of  measured PRBS (a) voltage and (b) current,  and (c) single 

repetition of Artemis [13] cycle 

An offline non-linear least-squares method as described in 
[4] is used here to extract the battery parameters from the EIS- 
and PRBS-obtained complex impedance data. Fig. 9 presents 
the model parameters identified as a function of SOC using 
EIS, PRBS and the proposed hybrid-DEKF method. The 
results obtained using the inexpensive PRBS approach are in 
good agreement with the more precise and laboratory-based 
EIS method. This further proves the validity of the PRBS 
method for online battery characterisation and monitoring 
purposes.  

(a) 

(b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) 



 
Fig. 9. Comparison of 2-RC model parameters identified using EIS, PRBS and 

proposed hybrid-DEKF method 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison of estimated SOC using standard DEKF and proposed 
hybrid-DEKF method 

The DEKF’s identification performance is also 
demonstrated in Fig. 9, where the SOC filter is allowed to fully 
converge before the first set of estimated parameters are 
recorded at SOC = 70%. After correct initialisation of the 
parameters vector using PRBS, the DEKF algorithm effectively 
deals with the SOC-induced variations in model parameters. 
The SOC convergence of the hybrid-DEKF algorithm for part 
of the multi-cycle Artemis test profile is presented in Fig. 10. 
As can be seen, the proposed estimator benefits from a faster 
convergence time of ~200 seconds. It should be noted that for 
the standard DEKF, the initial parameters are set arbitrarily as 迎坦 噺 ど┻どに, 迎怠 噺 ど┻どな, 系怠 噺 などどど, 迎態 噺 ど┻どな and 系態 噺 などど.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

For most in situ applications, such as in EVs and grid-tie 
energy storage, the battery model parameters need to be 
identified in real time. Difficulty arises when the input/output 
signals are not persistently exciting, which can result in 
divergence and failure of the incorporated BMS. In practice, 
the DEKF algorithm seems to cope well with the lack of 
persistence of excitation, if and only if the parameters EKF is 
initialised reasonably correct. In this paper, a hybrid parameter 
identification technique was proposed that comprised of a 
PRBS excitation signal, which was used to correctly initialise 
the battery parameters. Thereafter, the DEKF algorithm was 
implemented recursively to adapt the parameters with respect 
to SOC modifications. The PRBS- and DEKF-identified 
parameters were in good agreement with the EIS method. 
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